
CUTTING 
WHITE FABRIC 

(4) 5" squares (HST) 
(2) 5W' squares (half-QST) 

YELLOW FABRIC 

(3) 5" squares (HST) 
(1) 5'!." square (half-QST) 

GREEN FABRIC 

(3) 5" squares (HST) 
(1) SW' square (half-QST) 



1. Create 2 white/yellow, 2 white/ 

green, and 2 yellow/green units from 

5" squares for a total of 6 HST units 

(see page 155). Discard 1 yellow/ 

green unit. 

2. Create 2 white/yellow and 2 white/ 

green HST units, using the 5%" 

squares. 

3. Create a half-QST unit (see page 

154) using a yellow/white HST from 

Step 2 with a 5" green square, to 

create a pair of half-QST units. 

Identify which matches the unit at the 

middle right row. Discard the other. 

4. Repeat Step 3, to create 3 more 

pairs of half-QST units (1 green/white 

HST with a white square, 1 green/ 

white HST with a yellow square, 

and 1 yellow/white HST with a white 

square). Of these 6 units, identify the 

3 blocks to add to the bottom right, 

middle left and top left of the block. 

Discard the other 3. 

S. Press all 9 units, and trim each to 

4%" square. 

6. Assemble the block by stitching 

3 rows of 3 units each. Press. 



HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE (HSTS) 
A foundational unit in patchwork, half-square triangles can inspire a whole block in and of themselves. This 

method yields two units. Start with two same-sized squares, right sides together, with a drawn diagonal line on 

the wrong side of the top square. Stitch a Yo" seam on both sides of the line then cut the unit in half on the drawn 

line. Press the two resulting half-square triangle units open and trim to size. 

NINE-PATCH 
Oldie but a goodie! The 9-patch works well in many different blocks, but also looks great in a quilt all on its own. 

Stitch your nine squares into three rows of three squares each , pressing seams toward the darker fabric (if both 

of your fabrics are dark, press the seams in opposite directions by row). Pin at seam intersections, stitch the rows 

together and press. 
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PARTIAL DIAMOND-IN-A-SQUARE 
A diamond-in-a-square unit (see page 152) minus one corner patch offers some really interesting possibilities. Play 

up that unique blunt corner in your design for an eye-catching block . 
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HALF-QUARTER-SQUARE T IRIAINGLE (HALF-QST) 
These units pair a half square triangle (see page 155) with an unpieced square to create the look of a half-square/ 

quarter-square triangle combination . Start by constructing a pair of half-square triangle units, right sides together, 

with a drawn diagonal line on the wrong side of the top square. Stitch a %" seam on both sides of the line then cut 

the unit in half on the drawn line. Press the two resulting half-square t riangle units open, but do not t rim. In the 

same way, pair each of these units w ith an unpieced square of the same size, with a drawn d iagonal line on the 

wrong side of the unpieced square, perpendicular to the seam. Again , stitch on both sides of the seam, cut the 

units in half, and press. This process will yield four units (two mirror-image pairs). Trim the units to size. 

HALF-SQUARE RECTANGLE (HSRS) 
Half-square rectangle units are just about as simple and straightforward as can be. If you're making more than 

one, chain piece them one after the other without clipping threads for a super quick construction process. 
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